


MMeetthhoodd SSttaatteemmeenntt

CCaasstt  SSttoonnee

Cast stone should only be fitted by suitably experienced operatives. The following 

general precautions should be observed:

IINNSSTTAALLLLAATTIIOONN

GGeenneerraall

During construction it is advisable to protect finished work using appropriate gauge

polythene sheeting. This prevents mortar drips, mastic paint and other construction

materials staining or adhering to the cast stone.

Mortar in particular is very difficult to remove. Protection on site especially of 

window cills should be noted.

Unprotected scaffolding poles, planks etc, should not be supported by cast stone 

items.

Protect units removed from the storage area before use. Take normal frost 

precautions during cold weather.

Brace construction to prevent damage to freshly assembled materials.

Protect the top of all work at the end of each day’s work to prevent the ingress of 

water contamination.

LLaayyiinngg

All units should be laid and adjusted to final position whilst mortar is still plastic, 

Mortar exuding from joints should be cut away without smearing the face units.

BBeeddddiinngg  aanndd  JJooiinnttiinngg

Typically, cast stone is designed to be fixed with 5mm joints between the units. 

Locating holes for dowel joints should be completely filled with an appropriate 

material such as proprietary fresh mortar- do not leave pockets that could collect 

water.

During hot, dry weather, the faces should be lightly sprayed with clean water to 

reduce suction, otherwise a dry powdery joint may occur.

When bedding cills it is prudent to ‘end bed’ only, ie mortar is placed under the 

stooling only. If the cills need to be levelled, a length of timber should be used to 

spread the force along the cill length before tapping the cill gently into position, 

taking care not to damage the edges of the stone unit. Once the cill has been 

bedded and the mortar has gone off, the void under the cill can be pointed. Failure 

to follow this practice may result in cills cracking across their girth.

Method Statement





FFiixxiinngg  

Due consideration to the position and type of fixing to be used should be given at 

the design stage, members will advise on suitable applications for the various fixing

options.

In many cases, fixings are included as a matter of process. Ties can be purchased 

from ourselves or from the relevant tie manufacturer.

MMoorrttaarrss

It is vital that the correct grade of mortar is used when installing cast stone 

products. It should be noted that this is often different to that used in surrounding 

brickwork. Failure to do this can result in cracks appearing in long units due to 

differential movement. The cracks are usually of little structural significance but are

unsightly.   

Plain sand and cement mortars are not recommended. Mortars must be able to 

resist frost and develop durability fairly quickly, but the strongest mortar is not the 

best. An unnecessarily strong mortar concentrates the effect of any differential 

movement.

Care should be taken in proportioning the material, making allowance for the 

bulking effect of damp sand as all properties are by volume. The use of a gauge 

box is recommended for batching.

Mortars containing lime are particularly recommended as they offer a certain self-

healing action. To improve the water repellent quality of the joint in exposed 

conditions, proprietary waterproofers may be added to the mortar.

Generally, the mortar should never be stronger than the material it is bedding. The 

following ratio is suggested for the stone:

11::11::66  ((cceemmeenntt::lliimmee::ssaanndd))

CCuuttttiinngg

Cast stone units should be designed to minimise on-site cutting. If it is unavoidable

on-site, units should be cut with a diamond tipped masonry saw. Once cut, units 

should be brushed down to remove any dust.

FFiinnaall  TTrreeaattmmeenntt

Brush down and remove mortar spots using a non-metallic brush.

HHAANNDDLLIINNGG  AANNDD  SSTTOORRAAGGEE

SSiittee  PPrraaccttiiccee

Palletised deliveries of cast stone should always be unloaded using forks, not slings,

scaffold poles etc. Pallets should be stored on flat, level, dry ground at a safe 

distance from other trades. PALLETS SHOULD NOT BE STACKED.





Products should be unpacked immediately prior to using as they can be damaged 

once the packaging materials are removed. Remember that cast stone can be easily 

damaged by transport or mobile plant moving around the site area.

Remove shrink-wrapping carefully- it is important that open pallets of cast stone 

are recovered to prevent ingress of water, dirt and dust. Where possible, the interior

packing material should be reused when units are removed from the pallets to 

protect exposed faces, arises etc. Do not at any time stack units face to face 

without an appropriate interface material.

MMAAIINNTTEENNAANNCCEE  AANNDD  CCLLEEAANNIINNGG

It is difficult to remove mortars from surfaces of cast stone. It is for this reason that

every effort should be made to avoid contamination. The removal of mortar from 

the surface can be effected by physically removing as much of the mortar as 

possible using a semi-stiff non-metallic brush followed by mild acid washing and 

finishing with a wash down using clean water to prevent further aggressive action 

by the acid.

CCLLEEAANNEERRSS

Contamination due to cleaning of higher courses of brickwork or other materials 

should be avoided. Advice should be sought before carrying out this type of work.

Oil and grease can be removed by using a chemical degreaser. As with all 

treatments, this should be tried on a small insignificant area first to investigate any 

shade variation that may be caused.

WWEEAATTHHEERRIINNGG

Cast stone units will weather in a similar way to natural stone when exposed to 

similar conditions.

RREEPPAAIIRR  WWOORRKK

In many cases it is possible to repair chips etc, but the recommended techniques 

vary and advice should always be sought. It should be noted that repair work is 

normally carried out with mixes very similar to those used in the original product 

and will therefore take time to weather to the colour of the item.

Serene Stone recommend the use of specialist companies for cleaning and repair 

work. Please ask for details.

PPOOIINNTT//RREEPPAAIIRR  MMIIXX

PPooiinnttiinngg

11::55  RRaattiioo (White Cement:Prepared Mix)

Keep the mixture as dry as possible and use potable water.





Follow British standard recommendations as to the depth of pointing (usually a 

minimum of 15mm)

Excessive use of water will cause ‘bloom’, if this occurs, wait until the pointing is 

dry and rub the joint lightly with fine sand paper. Avoid rubbing the stone, as this 

will deter from the appearance. Proprietary waterproofers may be used to enhance 

the properties of the mortar.

SSmmaallll  RReeppaaiirrss  

Clean and ensure the damaged area contains no contaminants. Use proprietary 

cleaning materials if required. If acids are used, follow manufacturers instructions 

and wear all recommended safety equipment. 

Take care to thoroughly wash all acid from the stone prior to commencement of the 
repair.

Mix as for pointing. Bloom may occur (efflorescence) if the repair mix is used too 

wet. Treat this as standard efflorescence. A light rub with dry fine sand paper will 

help.

If repairing a damaged unit, use a small amount of PVA with the water. A small 

amount of PVA and water may also be applied to the damaged area. Avoid contact 

with the surrounding stone as they may cause staining. Bonding agent should be 

diluted in accordance with manufacturers instructions.

Press the mixture into the damaged area and leave the mix slightly proud of the 

stone.

Once completely dry, use a fine grade carberundem block with copious amounts of 

water. Avoid undamaged stone as much as possible.

A good wash off with water will help with the appearance of the repair.

The repairs may take some time before weathering to match the existing stone. If 

the repair is carried out on a ready weathered unit, it may be necessary to clean the 

whole unit to achieve a better finish. Use a proprietary cleaner following 

recommended guidelines.

Finally, to ensure the water tightness of the repair, it is prudent to seal with a 

silicon material. Care must be taken to select the correct silicon as some can affect 

the appearance of the stone. Suitability tests are recommended.

NNBB  This is issued as a guide only and Apex Building Products Ltd will accept no 

responsibility for its implementation. It should be noted that repairs to cast stone 

are extremely difficult, and there are specialist companies set up to carry out such 

works.



Repair Process
Mix by volume, 1 part White Cement with 5 parts of the 

prepared sand. Add a cap full of PVA glue to the 
mixture and mix with water until its a thick paste type 

texture.

Add a small amount of PVA glue to any larger chipped 
areas, avoiding getting any glue on seen faces of 

stone. Then place a timber straight edge against the 
chipped edge and then using a small triangular shaped 
end pointing trowel work in to the chipped/damaged 
area a small amount of the mixture, then using the 

trowel shape the mix and smooth over.

Once the repair has cured a few days later, wash down 
with water and if required sand the area using a very 

fine sand paper.




